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Level: Elementary school students (Primarily
targeting 3rd grade)
Area of Study: Photography
Exhibition: it’s your world for the moment
August 29 – December 6, 2020

Materials:
None
Tools:
iPads or Chromebooks
with cameras
Vocabulary:
Camera obscura
Perspective
(See glossary at the end)

Objectives: Students will be able to…
• understand the basic mechanics of the eye
and similarities to the camera
• explore the history of the camera obscura and its use in art and early
photography
• know and be able to explain perspective as a principle of photography
• know and be able to relay information on major artist’s by way of their
relationship or impact on photography as an artistic medium.

Teaching Strategies: engagement activity, scaffolded introduction to new
concepts, group discussion, hands-on activity: perspective-taking
photography
Procedures:
1. As students settle, begin with a short engagement activity by asking
broad questions about their relationship and knowledge of photography
and capturing photographic images.
a. What is your experience taking pictures?
b. How long have humans been taking pictures?
c. Why do we take pictures?
2. Have the students watch a short, animated You Tube video for a quick
preview of the information in the Power Point presentation to prepare for
the lesson ahead. (Link to the video is provided in Resources, below.) Note:
Information relevant to this lesson ends at timecode 3:35.
3. Deliver the Power Point Presentation (also provided in the Resources) with
imagery and text explaining mechanics of the eye, mechanics of basic
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5.

6.
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cameras, and the history of camera obscura. The last section designated
“What do you see?” will pertain to procedure no. 4.
“What do you see?” This section of the presentation contains photographs
from the Zuckerman Museum of Art collections and exhibitions. Use these
images to guide students through a critical thinking and discussion
exercise using Visual Thinking Strategies (VTS).
a. VTS uses three important questions in the following order repeatedly to
drill down to more refined observations and analysis. Spend 10 to 15
minutes prompting the students to analyze and discuss the artworks.
• What do you see? or What is going on in this picture?
• What do you see that makes you say that?
• What more can you find?
b. The purpose of VTS is not to come to a consensus, merely to facilitate
critical engagement. Multiple perspectives are encouraged and should
be valued by the entire class. Encourage dialogue, pointing out the
visual evidence students give for their various interpretations. The
teacher should link each student response to support the flow of
dialogue. All interpretations should be validated.
Demonstrate a simple camera obscura for the students. Multiple links in
the Resources section provide a variety of methods for creating camera
obscura in the classroom.
a. If a classroom contains windows it can be a simple task turning the
room into its own camera obscura
b. Shoeboxes can be a cheap an easy resource for creating handheld
pinhole camera obscura.
Review definition of perspective.
Have students revisit the artists’ images and identify the boundaries
(frame) of their perspective.
Have students use digital cameras or the cameras on tablet computers to
experiment with framing and explore perspective-taking. Have them
email their three most successful images demonstrating three unique
perspectives. (Examples of student images detailing various perspectives
provided in recourses.)
Students will select one of their three submitted images for presentation.
Students are expected to provide a simple description and reasoning for
the perspective they chose to depict in said photograph.

Evaluation/Assessment:
1. Quiz on the similar mechanics of the eye and basic camera, simple artistic
principles, and major artists provided in Resources.
2. Use the rubric, found in Resources, to assess student success in
demonstrating a unique perspective in student photography assignment.
Resources:
1. You Tube video, simple explanation of how a camera works:
a. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BNA97LaWLF0
2. Power Point presentation provided by the Zuckerman Museum of Art
Please download the ppt file from ZMA’s Digital Commons.
3. For more information on Visual Thinking Strategies visit vtshome.org.
4. DIY camera obscura for the classroom links
a. Turning the classroom into a camera obscura
i. https://photographyproject.uk/alternative-processes/how-to-makecamera-obscura/
ii. https://petapixel.com/2017/02/07/photo-professor-turns-classroomgiant-camera-obscura/
b. Creating simple handheld camera obscura
i. https://kids.nationalgeographic.com/explore/books/pinhole-camera/
ii. https://pinholephotography.org/camera%20obscurer.htm
iii. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jp_cELoP3HU
iv. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MbTSinJxyZg
5. Quiz, please refer to “Optics in Art: Ways of Seeing - Quiz” q bundled with
this lesson pdf
a. https://quizizz.com/join/quiz/603fae779139c7001dc04427/start?st
udentShare=true
6. Student examples of various perspectives in photography PowerPoint
provided by the Zuckerman Museum of Art. Please download ppt from
the ZMA’s Digital Commons.
7. Rubric for student perspective assignment provided by the Zuckerman
Museum of Art. Please download the document from the ZMA’s Digital
Commons.
Glossary:
Cornea – The transparent part of the eye that covers the pupil, iris, and
anterior chamber. Its primary function is to refract or bend light.

Pupil – An opening in the center of the eye which light passes through
before the lens. The size of the pupil is determined by the contraction
or dilation of the iris.
Iris – A colored membrane behind the cornea. Its function is to
regulate the amount of light entering the pupil through contraction or
expansion.
Lens – The transparent convex structure behind the pupil that serves to
further focus and refract light entering the eye, similar to the cornea.
Vitreous Humor – a gel-like substance in between the lens and the
retina that aids in maintaining the shape of the eye.
Retina – A thin tissue layer at the back of the eye near the optic nerve.
The retina captures light and converts it into signal that pass through
the optic nerve to be interpreted by the brain into an image.
Aperture – An opening through which light passes than can open or
close to focus an image on a camera.
Pentaprism – A five-sided reflective prism that deviates the path of a
light beam to allow a shot to be seen through the viewfinder.
Viewfinder – A component of a camera that displays the subject in
view of the camera. This allows the photographer to see what their
photo will look like before taking it.
Image Sensor – The component of a camera that receives the light
coming through the lens of a camera and allows the light to be
recorded.
Digital or Physical Recording – In order to develop a photograph light
must be recorded onto a analog or digital medium. Film is a typical
example of a physical recording, while digital images are often stored
on a memory card.
Camera Obscura – Latin for “dark chamber” a darkened box with a lens
or a form of aperture that allows light to be displayed as an image on a
surface acting as a screen. It was very important in the development of
photography.
Perspective – a way of regarding something, or a point of view.
Perspective in a photograph is determined by what is inside or outside
the frame of the image. What the artists wishes the audience to see in
the image. In art, it also describes the impression of depth in twodimensional image.

Frame/Fill the frame– a technique used in photography to draw focus
to a subject by blocking out distractions from an image. The frame also
refers to visible border of an image or photograph.
Standards:
1. This lesson plan was designed to meet the National Core Arts
Standards for the visual arts using the following anchor standards.
a. Creating – Anchor standard 1: Generate and conceptualize
artistic ideas and work - VA:Cr1.2.3a – Apply knowledge of
available resources, tools, and to investigate personal ideas
through the art-making process
b. Presenting – Anchor Standard 6: Convey meaning through the
presentation of artistic work - VA:Pr6.1.2a – Analyze how art
exhibited outside of schools (such as in museums, galleries,
virtual spaces, and other venues) contributes to communities
c. Responding – Anchor Standard 8: Interpret intent and meaning
in artistic works - VA:Re8.1.3a – Interpret art by analyzing use of
media to create subject matter, characteristics of form, and mood
d. Connecting – Anchor Standard 11: Relate artistic ideas and works
with societal, cultural, and historical context to deepen
understanding – VA:Cn11.1.3a – Recognize that responses to art
change depending on knowledge of the time and place in which
it was made.
2. For cross disciplinary use in the sciences, this lesson plan was created to
meet the following National Core Science Standards as recommended
by the National Academy of sciences.
a. 4-PS4-2 - Developing a model to describe that light reflecting
from objects and entering the eye allows objects to be seen.
b. Disciplinary Core Ideas – PS4.B – An object can be seen when
light reflected from its surface enters the eyes.
c. Common Core Standards Connection – ELA/Literacy – SL.4.5 –
Add audio recordings and visual displays to presentations when
appropriate to enhance the development of main ideas and
themes. (4-PS4-2)

Optics in Art: Ways of Seeing – Perspective in Photography Rubric
Criterion
(Score 0 if element is
absent)
Number of unique images
submitted.

Student images display
distinctively different
perspectives (Difference in
point of view, vantage point,
subject matter, etc.)

Students present a single
chosen image to the rest of
the class. During the
presentation students must
provide a simple description
and reasoning for the
perspective they chose for
the image.

Below Expectations
(1)

Meets Expectations
(2)

Student submitted only
one unique image.
Student’s submitted
image are difficult or
impossible to
differentiate from one
another.

Student submitted two
unique images.
Student’s submitted
images are
distinguishable from on
another, but the
differences are vague.

Only one distinct
perspective
distinguishable among
submitted photos.

only two distinct
perspectives
distinguishable among
submitted photos.
Student is able to
provide some
commentary on their
chosen image and
answers to additional
questions, but
information provided is
vague or only partially
satisfies the criteria.

Student provides no or
very little commentary
on their chosen image
and is unable to provide
answers to additional
questions.

Exceeds Expectations
(3)
Student submitted three
or more unique images.

Student’s submitted
images are easily
distinguishable as three
or more distinct
perspectives.

Student is able to
provide adequate
commentary on their
chosen image and
answers to additional
questions. Information is
concise and satisfies the
criteria completely.
TOTAL

Score

